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Tree of Life Quilt

A gorgeous depiction of The Tree of Life surrounded by Hearts,
Fleur-de-lis (Flower of the Lily) and Butterflies! A beautiful quilt to add
to your collection or make as a wedding gift! Use your imagination in
choosing colors to suit your own personal style!
This quilt was made using OESD’s Sepia Petals Design Pack #82001
and the Bernina 830 with Jumbo Hoop. Finishes to about 64” square.
You CAN stitch this out on other embroidery machines and adjust for
the size of the hoop. You cannot split or multi hoop these designs.
A smaller version of the quilt uses a standard 5” x 7” hoop and finishes
about 45“ square. Instructions for both quilt sizes are included.
OESD provides Designs in .exp, .art, .pes,
.pcs, .dst, .hus, .jef, .xxx, .vip, .vp3 and .sew.

Created by Thea D. Jirak

Tree of Life Quilt
This is a beautiful wedding quilt!
Machine Requirements:
BERNINA 830 with a Jumbo Hoop or an Embroidery
Machine with a hoop that will stitch out at least a 10” x 13”
designs. You cannot split or multi hoop these designs.
For the smaller quilt, a 5”x7” hoop works just great!
Sepia Petals Design Pack #82001. OESD provides Designs in .exp,
.art, .pes, .pcs, .dst, .hus, .jef, .xxx, .vip, .vp3, and .sew

Fabric Requirements:
Background - 2 yards is exactly enough so I’m recommending that you purchase at least 2½ yards….just in case!
If you don’t make a mistake, you’ll already have enough for the wall hanging or pillow!
Medium Fabric for Sashing, Block Surrounds and Inner Border - 1 yard
Dark Fabric for Checkerboard Border - 1/4 yard
Dark Fabric for Outer Border and Binding - 2 yards
(We made our Outer Border and Checkerboard Border Fabrics the same.)
Backing of your choice - 4 yards

Stabilizer Requirements:
Shapeflex or other light woven cotton fusible fabric Stabilizer. About 2½ yards.
Easy Tear Away Stabilizer for the hoop. About 8 yards.

Thread Requirements:
Isacord Threads - 2 Spools of Dark, and 1 Spool each of Medium
and Light of the color palette you are using!
Bottom Line Thread for the Bobbin to match the Medium or Light Isacord

Other Helpful Tools and Notions:
#15 Embroidery Foot
Jumbo Hoop with Master Hooper
Frixion Pens for marking the blocks
20” Acrylic Square with 90° lines
505 Temporary Basting Spray
6”x12” and 12” Acrylic Square
Mary Ellen’s Best Press Starch Substitute Cotton Thread for Piecing
Superior Threads 90/14 Titanium Coated Machine Embroidery Needles
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